Donald Deskey Decorative Designs Interiors David
donald deskey - modernism - donald deskey was born in blue earth, minnesota in 1894. in 1912 he left for
california with a high school diploma. after a series of jobs, a stint in the army, and attendance at the
university of california at berkeley to study architecture and painting he began working in advertising in 1920,
first in chicago then new york. in 1925 he visited the exposition internationale des arts decoratifs ... art deco triton college academic server - donald deskey, radio city music hall pri vate apartment for the manager,
1933 – cherrywood panelling, furniture of lacquered and ven eered wood, bakelite and brushed aluminum
donald deskey, dining room for abbe y rockefeller milton, manhattan, 1934 – 281: donald deskey, dining
table - deskey modeled this design on a emile-jacques ruhlmann table he viewed at the paris
exposition of 1925. deskey used this design in many of his most important interiors including
radio city music 283: donald deskey, dresser - modern design 283 donald deskey dresser
valentine-seaver co. | usa, c. 1928 | mahogany, lacquered wood, nickel-plated steel, bakelite 42½
w × 19¾ d × 36½ h in (108 × 50 × 93 cm) abby aldrich rockefeller and print collecting : an early ...
- productions l.l.c.f or the loan of donald deskey furnishings. this booklet is funded in part by the
associates of the depart ment of prints and illustrated books. pioneers of american industrial
design additional information - with the decorative potential of several types of glaze. from 1917
to 1927, rhead was the director of from 1917 to 1927, rhead was the director of research at
american encaustic tiling company, a large commercial pottery in zanesville, ohio. monday, june
23rd, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. tuesday, june 24th, 9 a ... - 414 royal chrome footstool after donald deskey.
$75 - $125 402 405 415 art deco table lamp. $25 - $50 eastern german silver tea service. 416
fenton milk hobnail glass compote. $15 - $30 $100 - $150 box of royal crown pipes. 417 wrought
iron tile inset side table. $50 - $100 418 green art glass table lamp. $25 - $50 406 pair of wood,
metal and upholstered swivel bar chairs. 422 modern pendant ... for immediate release media
contacts: greg frey release no ... - rhead, raymond loewy, donald deskey, walter dorwin teague,
henry dreyfuss, norman bel geddes, dave chapman, greta von nessen, eliot noyes, russel wright
and gilbert rohde. “encompassing everything from furniture and electric kitchen appliances to
corporate office buildings and passenger trains, the work of these designers defined the look of
modern america, and in doing, revolutionized the ... rockefeller center - lego - rockefeller center
... decorative arts such as architecture, interior design and industrial design, as well as the visual
arts such as fashion, painting, the graphic arts and ﬁ lm. at the time, this style was seen as
elegant, glamorous, functional and modern. the movement was a mixture of many diﬀ erent styles
and movements of the early 20th century, including neoclassical, constructivism ... from ruhlmann
to rohde: how french art deco became american - modern industrial and decorative arts held in
paris in 1925 heavily influenced the start of the american art deco movement. ... adapt them for
the american eye.6 also in new york was minnesota native donald deskey, who had already
studied painting in france and returned to the united states to start his career.7 nevertheless
deskey, being a true francophile when it came to art, decided he ... the avant-garde and the
conservative in lighting design ... - duced the public to the unusual careers of kem weber, donald
deskey, and norman bel geddes, amon 1 thesg others.e american designers shared with the
european vanguard an interest in simple, unornamented 72 lamps and lighting - link.springer - 72
lamps and lighting alvar aalto one of the truly great figures of the modern movement, ... variety
of decorative styles, embracing the art deco movement and even including the work of
contemporary artists such as salvador dal i. donald deskey the designer of the world famous art
deco interior of the radio city music hall in new york, donald deskey (b. 1894) belongs to that
select band of ... america goes modern - mfas3.s3azonaws - 2014.1382 designed by donald deskey
for deskey-vollmer inc., desk lamp, 1928. chrome-plated metal, painted wood, green felt, chromeplated metal, painted wood, green felt, electrical components. 38.7 x 26 x 22.2 cm. spring 2017
history of modern american design 1900-1960 ... - 2 the core values of the university of texas at
austin are learning, discovery, freedom, leadership, individual opportunity, and responsibility.
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